Capturing
creative
energy
going behind the scenes
of some of London’s top
creative agencies
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Creative energy leads to doing your best work;
and it’s not about working more, or harder, it’s
about focusing on the work that truly matters.
Creative energy is inside all of us; every single
one of us, no matter who we are or what we do.
But can creative energy be defined, can it be
demonstrated, can it be inspired from within?
Our Contributors
High fives and fist-pumps to the
awe-inspiring team who came
together to collaborate on the
subject of creative energy. We
love every one of them!

At Dropbox, we’ve dared to embark on a
journey to find out, to imagine what creative
energy looks like.

→ Bruno Maag
Founder of Dalton Maag
→ Aileen Poe
Senior Graphic Designer at FITCH
→ Sammi Vaughan
Partnerships at D&AD
→ Miranda Bolter
Design Director, Superunion
→ Jennifer Jacobs
Creative Director, FutureBrand

And of course, by it’s very nature, creativity is
subjective. So what we present doesn’t come
as a fait accompli, just the collective thoughts
of some great creative minds, a team united
by Dropbox Paper, who’ve come together to
collaborate, to jam, to think.
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03
Sammi
Vaughan
Partnerships,
D&AD

Sammi Vaughan — Partnerships, D&AD

“Creative energy
is the spark that
ignites momentum.”
→ What does creative energy mean to you?
Creative energy is the spark that ignites momentum.
It’s what gets me up and down to work, through the
mediocre and mundane. It’s the pursuit of a job well
done and a life well lived.
→ What does creative collaboration mean to you?
An opportunity to learn. And to teach. A mutual
exchange of value, working towards a shared purpose
with like minds.
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→ How can creative energy be used to solve problems?
If empathy is at the heart of all resolution (and I believe
that it is), then to be truly empathetic you must first
imagine yourself in the other fella’s shoes. Only by looking
at the problem through their eyes can you understand
their perspective and have any hope of reconciling their
views with your own and arriving at a solution.
Creative energy is what’s required to do this
successfully. Sometimes a lot of energy!

Sammi Vaughan — Partnerships, D&AD

What colours
inspire creativity?

I like
white.
It’s a
clean
start.
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Sammi Vaughan — Partnerships, D&AD

→ What role does technology play today in fuelling
creative energy and creative collaboration?
Tech is a tool to wield in the execution of ideas. It can
help give them life.
→ What real-life example of creative collaboration can
you share, that’s resulted in something truly remarkable.
Not done one myself (still practicing), but I think creative
collaborations like this (02) are pretty remarkable.

(02)
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When you find your
creative energy and
unleash it, you…
“find your purpose.”

High fives and fist-pumps to the
awe-inspiring team who came
together to collaborate on the
subject of creative energy. We
love every one of them!

Huge thanks to
our contributors

→ Bruno Maag
Founder, Dalton Maag
→ Aileen Poe
Senior Graphic Designer, FITCH
→ Sammi Vaughan
Partnerships, D&AD
→ Miranda Bolter
Design Director, Superunion
→ Jennifer Jacobs
Creative Director, FutureBrand

